Dependencies

Dependencies are Drupal modules or server-side applications that other modules and applications depend on to function. Objects in this section generally have no function on their own within Islandora, but are still required before installing other components.

Dependencies in this section may themselves have additional dependencies that require installation. We cannot provide instructions on how to install every sub-dependency required by dependencies here; links are provided, however, to sub-dependencies' websites for further instruction.

For many dependencies, a list of provisions are given - in this context, a provision will refer to any module or application that the dependency provides functionality to.

- **Drupal Modules**
  - ImageMagick
  - JWPlayer
  - Libraries API
  - Objective Forms
  - PHP Lib
- **Packages**
  - ffmpeg and ffmpeg2Theora
  - Ghostscript
  - LAME Encoder
  - pdftotext
  - Tesseract